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Don’t see the colour that you’re looking for? Contact us directly for a more comprehensive range of stocks and colours 
that you can choose from. 

Please note, colours are indicative only and may not be an accurate representation of the card colour as all monitors 
and screens display colour differently. If you are concerned about colour, we highly recommend ordering a sample.

PAPER ALCHEMY | OUR PAPER STOCKS | 300-350GSM STOCK

Please note, not all colours or stocks may be available for all products

300-350GSM stock
Digital, White Ink, Metallic Foil Invites etc

Our Paper Stocks

http://paperalchemy.com.au
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Don’t see the colour that you’re looking for? Contact us directly for a more comprehensive range of stocks and colours 
that you can choose from. 

Please note, colours are indicative only and may not be an accurate representation of the card colour as all monitors 
and screens display colour differently. If you are concerned about colour, we highly recommend ordering a sample.

PAPER ALCHEMY | OUR PAPER STOCKS | 300-350GSM STOCK

Please note, not all colours or stocks may be available for all products

Gmund Winter White

Gmund Almond Woodland Buttermilk

Gmund Porcelain

Heirloom Nudi Rudi

Gmund Nude

Gmund WheatGmund CreamTransluscent Vellum 
(200GSM)

Shades of white, cream & nude
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Don’t see the colour that you’re looking for? Contact us directly for a more comprehensive range of stocks and colours 
that you can choose from. 

Please note, colours are indicative only and may not be an accurate representation of the card colour as all monitors 
and screens display colour differently. If you are concerned about colour, we highly recommend ordering a sample.

PAPER ALCHEMY | OUR PAPER STOCKS | 300-350GSM STOCK

Please note, not all colours or stocks may be available for all products

Woodland Soft Peach Bloom Blush

Heirloom Wild Rose

Gmund Nude

Heirloom Deep Rose

Gmund FuschiaGmund Rosa

Shades of pink

Heirloom Nudi Rudi
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Don’t see the colour that you’re looking for? Contact us directly for a more comprehensive range of stocks and colours 
that you can choose from. 

Please note, colours are indicative only and may not be an accurate representation of the card colour as all monitors 
and screens display colour differently. If you are concerned about colour, we highly recommend ordering a sample.

PAPER ALCHEMY | OUR PAPER STOCKS | 300-350GSM STOCK

Please note, not all colours or stocks may be available for all products

Gmund Cayenne

Gmund Merlot

Gmund Pumpkin

Shades of red, orange & yellow
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Don’t see the colour that you’re looking for? Contact us directly for a more comprehensive range of stocks and colours 
that you can choose from. 

Please note, colours are indicative only and may not be an accurate representation of the card colour as all monitors 
and screens display colour differently. If you are concerned about colour, we highly recommend ordering a sample.

PAPER ALCHEMY | OUR PAPER STOCKS | 300-350GSM STOCK

Please note, not all colours or stocks may be available for all products

Gmund Chalk Grey

Gmund Pewter

Gmund Cement

Alchemy Ash

Alchemy Haze

Alchemy Cinder

Gmund Stone

Gmund Slate Grey

Gmund Grey Marle

Shades of grey
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Don’t see the colour that you’re looking for? Contact us directly for a more comprehensive range of stocks and colours 
that you can choose from. 

Please note, colours are indicative only and may not be an accurate representation of the card colour as all monitors 
and screens display colour differently. If you are concerned about colour, we highly recommend ordering a sample.

PAPER ALCHEMY | OUR PAPER STOCKS | 300-350GSM STOCK

Please note, not all colours or stocks may be available for all products

Gmund MarinaGmund Light Sky Gmund Duck Egg Blue

Gmund Midnight Blue Gmund Black

Gmund Dusky Blue Bloom Light Royal

Shades of blue & black
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Don’t see the colour that you’re looking for? Contact us directly for a more comprehensive range of stocks and colours 
that you can choose from. 

Please note, colours are indicative only and may not be an accurate representation of the card colour as all monitors 
and screens display colour differently. If you are concerned about colour, we highly recommend ordering a sample.

PAPER ALCHEMY | OUR PAPER STOCKS | 300-350GSM STOCK

Please note, not all colours or stocks may be available for all products

Heirloom Witch Hazel Gmund Pear Gmund Seedling

Gmund ArmyGmund Light Moss

Gmund Hunter GreenGmund Sea Green

Shades of green
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Don’t see the colour that you’re looking for? Contact us directly for a more comprehensive range of stocks and colours 
that you can choose from. 

Please note, colours are indicative only and may not be an accurate representation of the card colour as all monitors 
and screens display colour differently. If you are concerned about colour, we highly recommend ordering a sample.

PAPER ALCHEMY | OUR PAPER STOCKS | 300-350GSM STOCK

Please note, not all colours or stocks may be available for all products

Woodland Biscotti Woodland Cinnamon Gmund Walnut

Gmund LatteWoodland Buttermilk

Gmund Harvest Gmund Chocolate

Shades of brown
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